Science
Bears of Durango (1x60)
Dive headfirst into bear dens with biologists who are studying why conflicts between black bears and humans are on the rise in Colorado.

Behind the Wings (16x30)
Go “behind the wings” to explore history’s iconic aerospace treasures, with access to amazing aircraft and space vehicles, and interviews with aviation icons.

Changing Seas (52x30)
Explore the earth’s vast underwater wilderness with oceanographers who study marine life and our changing seas.

CyberWork and the American Dream (1x60)
A fascinating look at the coming impact of Artificial Intelligence (AI) on jobs. Could a robot replace you?

Doug’s Geology Journal (5x30)
NEW!
Explore tectonic plates, volcanoes, rocks and geologic wonders with geologist Doug Prose.

Earthrise: The First Lunar Voyage (1x60, 1x75)
Relive the historic flight of Apollo 8, the first manned space flight to leave Earth’s gravitational pull and orbit the moon.

Fixed: The Science/Fiction of Human Enhancement (1x60)
Award-winning documentary explores technologies from Botox to bionic limbs that promise to change our bodies and minds forever.

Frozen Obsession (1x60)
Explore the dramatically changing Arctic on a 2000-mile research expedition through the Northwest Passage.

Global Reef Expedition (6x30)
Follows an international team of scientists as they study six of the most remote coral reefs on earth to find out how coral reefs are faring.

Great White Shark: New Perspectives on an Ancient Predator (1x60)
Witness a pivotal moment in our understanding of the Great White Shark, a species feared, finned, and driven to the brink of endangerment.

Hacking Your Mind (4x60)
Series brings to life amazing new scientific discoveries about how we make decisions every day, and how these discoveries are being used to influence our behavior.

The Himalaya Connection (1x60)
Scientists investigating the massive Indian and Asian tectonic plates uncover a gigantic, dangerous, and previously unknown earthquake fault, putting 140 million people at risk.

The Last Artifact (1x60)
Scientists in Germany, Japan, Canada, the United States and the UK race against the clock to secure a small hunk of metal upon which all modern life depends: the kilogram.

The New Fire (1x60)
Profiles young nuclear engineers who are developing next-generation reactors that they hope will provide clean and safe solutions to the world’s future energy needs.

An Ocean Mystery: The Missing Catch (1x46)
An eye-opening scientific investigation into how close we are to a crisis in fish populations, and a potential global food crisis.

Paleo Sleuths (1x60)
Paleontologists uncover giant fossil sites from a prehistoric age when mammals ruled the world.

Searching: Our Quest for Meaning in the Age of Science (3x60) or (1x100)
NEW LENGTH!
A fascinating exploration of the human questions raised by today’s science: about consciousness, love, our relationship with technology, and our place in the universe.